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Multiple Source Modeling of Low-Reynolds-Number Dissipation
Rate Equation with Aids of DNS Data

Young Don Chei?", Jong Keun Shin, Kun Ho Chun
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Korea University

The paper reports a multiple source modeling of low-Reynolds-number dissipation rate
equation with aids of DNS data. The key features of the model are to satisfy the wall limiting
conditions of the individual source terms in the exact dissipation rate equation using the wall
damping functions. The wall damping functions are formulated in term of dimensionless
dissipation length scale tZ (= to (lie) 114/ II) and the invariants of small and large scale turbulence
anisotropy tensors, aij(=uiuj/k-28u/3) and eij(=eij!e-28u!3). The model constants are
optimized with aids of DNS data in a plane channel flow. Adopting the dissipation length scale
as a parameter of damping function, the applicabilities of k-e model are extended to the
turbulent flow calculation of complex flow passages.
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: Second invariant of dissipation rate

(= eijeji)
: Third invariant of dissipation rate

(=eijejkeki)
: Anisotropy of dissipation rate ten-

sor (=eu!e-28ij/3)
IA2, lAs : Amplification function
Idz, Id3' Id4, Ids : Wall damping functions
Itt : Empirical function of turbulence

Reynolds number
: Transition functions
: Turbulent kinetic energy
: Modified dissipation length scale

(= CoA liZk3tZ/ e)

: Dissipation length scale(= Cok3tZ/ e)
: Modified dissipation length scale
: Dissipation length scale

(=JCdllk!e )
: Dimensionless dissipation length

scale (to (lie) 1/4/ II)

: Unit vector normal to wall
: Production rate of turbulent kinetic
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Nomenclature------------
A : Flatness parameter, (= 1-9(Az

-Aa)/8)
A z : Second invariant of Reynolds-stress

anisotropy (= aijaji)
Aa : Third invariant of Reynolds-stress

anisotropy (=aijajkaki)
aij : Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor

(=UiUi!k-28ij/3)
c; CD : Model coefficients in length scale
Cdb CdZ, Cd3, Cd4, CdS : Model coefficients used

in e equation
Ctl> Ct2, Ct3' Ct4, CtS : Model coefficients used

in e equation
C:I' C:z : Equivalence model coefficients used

in e equation
D, : Viscous diffusion term in e equa-

tion
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PI(i= I, 2, 3, 4) : Production terms in s equation

In many cases, applications of low-Reynolds
number k-e model to the turbulent shear flows
lead to a marked improvement over the wall
functions in predicting the engineering turbulent
flows[Launder (1984) J. Modeling the exact dissi
pation rate equation is essential for successful
application of a low-Reynolds-number k-«
model to the turbulent flow calculations. Various
forms for the low-Reynolds-number dissipation

rate equation models have been proposed in the
past, but due to the lack of detailed and reliable
data for budget of the dissipation rate equation,
the verifications of the models were not possible
until the appearance of DNS data.

The DNS data provided the detailed and accu
rate budgets of the dissipation rate equation
which could not be obtained from the experi
ments. Mansour, Kim and Moin (1988, 1989)
[here after MKMJ computed the budgets of the
dissipation rate equation for a plane channel
flow. Rodi and Mansour(l993) [here after RM]
proposed a model for the exact dissipation rate
equation with the aids of DNS data. They multi
plied the exponential amplification function to
the dissipation terms of dissipation rate equation
which involved a parameter composed of a ratio
of the time scale of the dissipation motion to the
time scale of Pk!e. Here P; is the production rate
of turbulent kinetic energy. Nagano and Shimada
(1993) [here after NS] and Nagano, Youssef and
Shimada(1993) [here after NYS] proposed the
low-Reynolds-number dissipation rate equation
models which yielded the dissipation rate profiles
agreeing well with the DNS data. Those model
employed the elaborated empirical functions for
modeling source terms in dissipation rate equa
tion.

An exact dissipation rate equation involves five
source terms. However, most of previous models
for the sources are based on recomposition of the
sources into one production and one dissipation
term. This kind of recomposition model of the
sources into equivalent production and dissipa
tion terms can be validated only in a high
Reynolds number region where the production
rate of turbulent kinetic energy is nearly balanced
with its dissipation rate. However, approaching to
the wall, the source terms behave too indepen
dently to be combined into an equivalent model
form.

In the present study, the low-Reynolds-number
models for the dissipation rate equation are im
proved by introducing a multiple source concept.
The key features of the present model are to
satisfy the wall limiting conditions of each source
term using the wall damping functions which are

1. Introduction

: Channel half width Reynolds num

ber (= UrO! v)

: Turbulence Reynolds number (k 2!
(Ve»

: Mean strain rate
: Mean strain rate tensor
: Turbulent transport term in e equa-

tion

: Fluctuation component of velocity
: Mean velocity tensor

: Friction velocity (==,;r;;;[p)

: Distance from the wall
: Dimensionless distance from the

wall (=yUr!V)

: Dimensionless distance from the
wall (=Y(Ve)1/4!V)

: Dissipation term in e equation
: Kronecker delta
: Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic

energy

: Isotropic dissipation rate of turbu
lent kinetic energy

: Dimensionless dissipation rate of
turbulent kinetic energy at the wall

: Dissipation rate of Reynolds stress
: Isotropic dissipation rate of

Reynolds stress
: Kinematic viscosity and eddy VIS

cosity

: Pressure transport in k and e equa-
tions

: Fluid density
: Wall shear stress
: Von Karman's constantx

p

v, V/

y*
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where C:1 is an equivalent model constant.
However, Pi and Pi are only important in the

near wall sublayer. In a high Reynolds number
region, production by vortex self-stretching and
the viscous dissipation terms of e equation domi
nates the dynamics of e and balances with the
transport term. Hence, the most of previous
studies have concentrated their works to the iden
tification of the net effectsof the two source terms,

from the wall. Most of the low-Reynolds-number
k-e models proposed before 1990 gave the distri
bution of e that reached a maximum value away
from the wall[Patal, Rodi and Scheurer(l985)]
as shown in Laufer's data. However the budgets
from the DNS data always show the maximum of
e .at the wall. This implies the necessity for a
substantial modification to the dissipation rate
equation model in a low Reynolds number
region.

Figure 1 shows the budgets of the dissipation
rate equation evaluated from the MKM's (1988)
DNS data in a plane channel flow for Rer=395.
All the terms in the figure are made dimensionless
with U.6/ 112

• Hanjalic and Launder(l972, 1976)
[here after HL] attempted to provide approxima
tions of the terms on the right hand side of Eq.
(I) in terms of e, UiUj and mean rate of the
strain. They proposed the following approxima
tion for closing Pi +Pi.

2. Near Wall Behaviors of Exact
Dissipation Rate Equation

~~ =Pi+Pi+P:+P:+T.+IJ.+D.-r (1)

wherethe terms on the right hand side are defined
and identified as

Mixed production :

Pi= -211 Ui.jUIc,jSiI. (2)
Production by mean velocity gradient :

Pi= -211 ucsu,,« Slcm (3)
Gradient production :

P;=-2I1UIcUi,m Ui,lcm (4)

Turbulent production:

P:= -2l1UdUi,mUIc,m (5)
Turbulent transport: .

P.= -II (UIcUi.mUi,m,1c (6)

Pressure transport :

II.= - 2 ~ (P,mUIc,m) ,Ic (7)

Viscous diffusion:

D.= lIe,lclc (8)

Dissipation:
,..-----

r=2112Ui,lcmUi,lcm (9)

For a fully developed plane channel flow, the
left hand side of Eq. (I) is zero so that the terms
on the right hand side has to be in balanced.
MKM (1988) calculated the budgets of the terms
of k equation from Kim, Moin & Moser's(1989)
DNS data. They compared the calculated e
budgets with the estimates obtained from Laufer'
s(1954) data[see Townsend (1956)], and found
that they overestimated the turbulent transport
and pressure diffusion terms. On the other hand,
they underestimated the viscous diffusion term
and resulted in a maximum value of the e away

For incompressible flow, the exact equation for
dissipation rate (e=IIUi,jUi,j) derived from the
Navier-Stokes equations can be written in a ten
sor form as

composed in terms of the invariants of anisotropy 0.02 r---------------....,
tensors of Reynolds stress aij (= UiUj/k - 2aij/3),
its dissipation rate eij(=eij!e-2aij/3), and the 0.01

dimensionless dissipation length scale lri (==ID
(lie) 114/ II). 0.00
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without considering the characteristics of individ
ual source terms. Rodi (1971 ) argued that the
turbulent production term P: which expressed the
self-stretching action of turbulence, should be
considered in conjunction with the dissipation
term T'. HL (1972) also argued that in high
Reynolds number region where the inertial su
brange existed, dynamics of the energy cascade
process controlled P: and F. Thereafter, the
difference between P: and T has been modeled
persistently as follows;

(23)

(16)

(17)

( 18)

T,= (b1blbJ.a + bJbJbl,l) (y+) + 0 [(y+) 2]

Il,> -8C2C2+ O[ (y+)]

D,=4[b1.1bl.l + b1.3b1.a+ bJ.aba.a+ bJ.lbJ.l
+2(elCl + C2C2+ CaCa) +2C2C2+ O[ (y+)]

(22)

r=4[bl.lbl.l + b1.3b1•a+ ba.3bJ.3+ bJ.lba.l
+2 (eICl+ C2C2+ CaCa) + 0 [(y+)]

P;=2blbJ.a (y+) + 0 [(y+) aJ

P~=4CIC2(y+)2+ O[ (y+)aJ

P:=- R~c blba.a(y+)2+0[(y+)aJ

P:=3 (blblb3.a+ bJbab1.1) (y+) +O[ (y+)2]
( 19)

(20)

(21)

(II)D4 r-c. c.2r e r: - <2T

where C:2 is a equivalent model constant.
This concept is, however, too simplified to

simulate the complex near wall turbulence behav
iors. Therefore we attempt to develop a multiple
source model of the exact dissipation rate equa
tion so that the k-s model can be applied to the
turbulent flow calculations in the complex flow
passages.

The first term on the right hand side of the
above equations are the wall limiting conditions
which each source term should be satisfied as
approaching to the wall. One of the present con
tribution is to propose a multiple source model
for the exact e equation in the near wall sublayer
that satisfy these wall limiting conditions.

The mixed production rate of Eq. (2) may be
expressed as

3. Proposals for the Low-Reynolds
Number c Equation Model

In the immediate vicinity of a wall the fluctuat
ing velocity components may be expanded in
Taylor series as follows:

(25)

(24)

where sijo=2/3s8ij, !Wl is a transition function,
and

If the dissipation rate of Reynolds stress Sij is
known, this term needs no further approximation.
The general form of the dissipation tensor is
taken over from the second-moment modeling
ideas [Launder and Reynolds (1983) , Launder
and Tselepidakis(l991)] as follows

(13)

(14)

k=a(y+)2+ b (y+)a+ ..

s=2a+4b (y+) + .

ul=bl(Y+) +Cl(y+)2+ddy+)3+ .

U2=C2(y+)2+d2(y+)3+...... (12)

Ua=bJ(y+) +Ca(y+)2+d3(y+)3+ ......

From Eq. (12) turbulence kinetic energy and
its dissipation rate near the wall vary according to

(27)

where a=(bf+bi)/2 and b=(b1cl+bJCa)'
Then the Taylor series expansion of the turbu

lent kinetic energy yield the following

In order to analyse the near wall asymptotic
behavior of the individual terms in e equation,
MKM expanded the terms by Taylor series as
follows:

(26)

where nk is a unit normal vector from the wall.
Substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) into (24) gives

P;= (1- !Wl) (- j s8ij) Sij- !WlS&Sij

e -- /(1 3 til)=!wf7i(Pk-2U2UjS2j) +Tk

where subscript 2 denotes a normal direction to
the wall.
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If the transition function fWI = I-exp( - (Rtf
Cdl) 2) is taken,

-"2"

Cd=2[I-eXp(-(RtfCdl)2)]/(I+~~2)

(29)

In a fully developed plane channel flow, Eq.
(27) is reduced to a simple form

Pi= [2fwd (l + ~ UJ)] PI{ = CEI H{ (28)

where Ca =80 is chosen by reference to the DNS
data. Ull2 in the above equation can be taken
from the second-moment closure of Reynolds
stresses. Here in the present study it is taken from
DNS data. From Eqs. (14) - (16), one may
arrive at the wall limiting condition of CEI =2 as
approaching to the wall. Present model of Eq.
(29) for CEI satisfies this wall limiting condition
exactly. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the
present model for Pi with the budgets from DNS
data for Re, =395. All the production terms in
the following figures are normalized by m11l2•

Agreement between the present Pi model and
DNS data is excellent.

Production by mean velocity gradient P: can
be closely related by Pkc/k. RM (1993) argued
that the magnitude of the production terms Pi
and P: relative to the other terms in the e equa
tion model (difference p:-r and transport
terms) can be established as

Therefore the magnitude of Pi and P; can be
determined by the parameter,

R= Sc
k R~[/2 (31)

where S was a mean strain rate and the parameter
R a ratio of the time scale of the dissipation
motion to that of mean strain field. They found,
however, that the parameter R p (= (Pklc) 10.3
m/2 ) obtained by replacing Sk]« in Eq. (31) by
Pkl c might correlate better the magnitude Pi and
P; relative to the strain terms. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the parameters Rand Rp calcu
lated from the DNS data in a plane channel flow
at Rer=395.

It has long been argued that mean shear terms
had no proper place in a dissipation-rate equa
tion since the dissipation process has been con
cerned with time grained turbulence[Lumley et,

al. (1974)]. However, Launder(1987) argued
that just as mean shear deformed the large scale
eddies, so much anisotropies in the large-scale
eddies was expected to stretch eddies of some
what finer scale and thus contribution to the rate
of energy cascade across the spectrum. This idea
led the inexorable conclusion that one or both the
stress invariants ought to appear in the e equa
tion.

The second and third invariants and flatness
factors of the anisotropy tensors, au (= uiujlk
-28u13) of Reynolds stress UiUj and eu(=cu/e
-28uI 3) of dissipation rate cu are shown in Fig.
4. In this figure, large scale anisotropy invariants(30)Pi, P; _ o( Sk I )n-r : c Rtl/2
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Fig. 4 Second and third invariants and flatness fac
tors of e., and ac from DNS data

However, using of y+ as a parameter of damping
functions confines the applicability of the model
only to the simple flow passages due to the

Wall limiting condition of Eq. (17) can be
satisfied by multiplying the exponential damping
function which is formulated in terms of the
dimensionless distance from the wall.

(34)

which is an outcome of dimensional analysis
under the local isotropy assumption. Since the
length scale k 31Z/ e obtained from Eq. (34) is not
propotional to the distance from the wall as
shown in Fig. 6, Launder (1996) and Craft (1988)
modified the length scale by multiplying A liZ

where A was the flatness parameter of Lumley

[1978], defined by A= 1-9/8(Az-&) and A z
and A 3 were the invariants of the stress

anisotropy tensor, Az=aUajio &=aijajkak;'

However, as shown in Fig. 7, the modified length
scale IA(=CaA1I2k3Iz/c ) also departs from the
linearity in the near wall sublayer.

difficulty in obtaining the y+ in the complex flow
passages.

Abe et al. [1994] proposed the use of dimen
sionless distance y*(=y(lIc)1/4/ lI) to extend the
applicability of their low Reynolds number k-c
model to the reattaching flows. They introduced
the Kolmogrov velocity scale (lIc) 1/4 instead of
the friction velocity U, to account for the near
wall and low Reynolds number effects in both
attached and detached flows. However, the use of
y in the dimensionless distance y* also limited
the applicability of the model to the geometrically
simple flow passage. Therefore, we investigate the
alternative length scale which can be obtained
easily even in the arbitrary flow passages.

At a high Reynolds number region, the dissipa
tion rate is generally expressed as

(33)

(32)

k(=auaj;) and &(=aUajkak;) have maximum
values around y+=7.5. On the other hand, small

scale anisotropy invariants E« (= eUej;) and £3
(=eUejkeki) have maximum values around y+=

5 and decay faster than Az and & away from the
wall. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that the
second invariant of anisotropy tensors, A z and Ee
have similar shapes to that of R, and the shapes
of the third invariants of anisotropy tensors, &
and £3 are also similar to that of R p• These facts
imply the existence of correlation between the
turbulence anisotropy and Pi and P:. Distribu
tions of parameters E 3 and A~ described in Fig. 5
show an obvious evidence for the existence of
relationship between the third invariants of

anisotropy tensors and Pi and P:, because the
shapes of £3 and M are so similar to those of Pi
and P: shown in Figs. 2 and 7. Therefore we
formulated an amplification function fAz in terms
of A~ to account for the effect of large scale
turbulence anisotropy on P:
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(39)

P;=Cd[ (l-exp( -/31 CdZ) ]exp(CAz.M) Pt

= c.z!dz!A2 P./ (40)

where C.z= 1.0, Cdz=0.6 and CAz=0.5 are adopt
ed.

Comparison of the present P; model with DNS
data is shown in Fig. 7. The solid line is a profile
of P; predicted by the present model Eq. (40),

and the dotted line is the prediction by the model
P;= CJdzP.clk without multiplying the ampli
fication function !AZ' By introducing the amplifi
cation function !AZ, the improved Pi profile can
be obtained.

Eqs. (28) and (40) are added to derive a
standard form of the equivalent production model
as follows;

P:+ l'l={2[I-exp(l- (Re!Cdl)Z) J/[1 +3/2"UiJ
+Cdl-exp (lD+/ CdZ) ]exp (CAzAl)}Pt

=Cil Pt (41)

Numerical calculations for the plane channel
flow show that the computed e profiles are pri
marily influenced by the near wall behavior of
Cil' Lai and So (l990) [here after LS] proposed a
model coefficient Cil as a function of turbulence
Reynolds number R, and Reynolds number ReD

based on the hydraulic diameter.
Three Cil model coefficients, present model, LS

The /3 has several attactive properties as a length
scale parameter. It can easily be calculated even in
the arbitrary flow passage since it does not
require any normal distance from the wall and
friction velocity Ue which are very difficult to
obtain in the complex flow passages.

A damping function !dZ in terms of a newly
defined parameter /t and amplification function
!AZ are multiplied to Pse!k to obtain the P;
model. The resulting form for P; model is given
by

cide the length scale /D with the Von Karman's
mixing length xy in the plane channel flow. We
can replace all the y+ in the dissipation rate
equation model by the dimensionless length scale

60

(38)
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Fig. 6 Comparison of dimensionless length scales

We adopted Cd=1.7x2 and CD=1.3C~4 to coin-

25-r---------------,

As approaching to the wall, the dissipation rate
is better expressed by the relation

c= Cdllkl/~ (35)

which yields the linear length scale in the near
wall sublayer y+::s;:6. Applying the Launder and
Craft's length scale modification to Eq. (34) and
adding Eq. (35), we obtain the following total
dissipation rate relation as

k k312
c=Ch+CoAI12- (36)

/D /D

Rearranging Eq. (36), we have

dfJ- CoAI12k312~D- C«Ilk=0 (37)

The positive root of Eq. (37) is

CDk3IZ(AI12+/A+-ifk)

2c

30

y'

Fig. 7 Model for P: production compared with
DNS data: Rer=395
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Fig. 8 Comparison of model coefficient Cil in a
plane channel flow, Rer=395

Fig. 9. Further Eq. (42) does not satisfy the wall
limiting conditions of pt- 0 [(y+) 3J given in Eq.
(18) as approaching to the wall. The wall limit
ing condition can be satisfied exactly by multiply
ing a damping function IE3 to the Eq. (42).

where IE3=1/[I-exp(-It/Cd3)J, C3=OA, C~3

=0.0045 and Cd3=0.5. In the present study, by
multiplying this damping function, overpredic
tion of the maximum and minimum values in pt
model can be removed.

It is easy to show that the equivalence model
coefficient C:2 in Eq. (II) is proportional to lin
+I in a homogeneous turbulent flow which
decays at a rate proportional to x-no Jones and
Launder (1972) and HL(1976) multiplied the
exponential damping function lEt (Rt) to C:2 to
ensure the increasing effect of decaying rate of
turbulence on the model C:2 as the turbulence
Reynolds number R, decreased. Note that e takes
a non-zero value at the wall, while k vanishes,
and thus the quantity e21k tends to be infinite.
They prevent e2I k from becoming infinite at the
wall by replacing e2 by l e where the quantity l
is isotropic dissipation rate,

Equations (19) and (23) show that P: is
proportional to O[ (y+) J approaching to the wall
but r has a constant value at the wall, thus in
order to simulate exactly this combined near wall

model and standard high Reynolds number
model for a fully developed turbulent channel
flow are compared in Fig. 8 for Rer=395. The
present model agrees best with the DNS data and
satisfies exactly the wall limiting condition of C:l
=2.0. It increases to the maximum value of about
2.80 near y+=4, then decreases to the high
Reynolds number value of 1.0.On the other hand,
LS model gives the maximum value at the wall
and decreases away from the wall to the high
Reynolds number value of 1.35. Two models
commonly reach to the high Reynolds number
limiting values at around y+=20. However, LS
model shows the Reynolds number dependency in
the maximum values C:l' It changes from 2.30 at
low Reynolds number to 2.55 at high Reynolds
number.

Launder and Sharma(l974) proposed the p~

model which approximated the fluctuating veloc
ity gradients Ui,j in pt in terms of a second
derivative of the mean velocity. RM(1993) im
proved Launder & Sharma's(l974) model for pt
using the exact equation for U1cUi,j appearing in
pt. They added a term, which contained the first
derivatives of the mean velocity and the turbulent
kinetic energy as given by Eq. (42);

P~=C~3Wt: (U,»)2+C:1I :k,yU,yU,»

(42)

The RM's model of Eq. (42) agrees very well
with the DNS data, but some overprediction on
the maximum and minimum values are shown in

P~= Id3 [CiJ2Wt : (U,») 2

+C:3)) : k,yu,U,»J (43)
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turbulence behavior of P:- T, a complicated
empirical modification for the model coefficients
is needed. Present contribution is to propose the
individual models for each P: and F. Instead of
the use of the isotropic dissipation rate g. an
exponential or hyperbolic tangent damping func
tion is multiplied to e21k to prevent the model to
be diverging at the wall. The resulting model form
for P: is given by

where Ce4 and Cd4 are taken as 3.1 and 1.3
respectively.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the present
model for P: with DNS data for a plane channel
flow for Rer=395. The DNS data shows a large
hole in p: profile around y+=6.0. In the present
model, this hole is captured very closely to that of
DNS data by introducing the exponential damp
ing function of Eq. (46).

Viscous dissipation term of e equation can be
correlated by e21k. However. hyperbolic tangent
damping function 1£5=tanh2UtI CdS) and let = 1
-0.3exp( - (Rtl6) 2) are multiplied to satisfy the
wall limiting condition of Eq. (23) and to ensure
the increasing effect of decaying rate of e as R,
decreases. The effects of small and large scale
turbulent anisotropies on P« and P.2 should be
balanced by the dissipation term F, RM account
this effect by multiplying an amplification func-

e2P:= Ce41etfe4Jl

let = 1-0.3exp[ ( - Rtl6) 2]
184= [I-exp( -ItI Cd4)]3

(44)

(45)

(46)

tion l.s=exp(2R~) to the coefficient C:2 in Eq.
(12). However. since we already mentioned that
R p could be replaced by .Aa and E3, we use EaAl
as an amplification parameter which involves
both effects of large and small scale turbulence
anisotropies. The resulting amplification function
proposed in the present study is as follows

(47)

Then the final form for r is given by

e2r = C.sfetfAsfdSfl (48)

let= I-O.3exp[ - (Rtl6) 2] (49)

Ids=tanh2Ut!Cds) (50)

where C£5=4.58, CdS= 1.8 and CAS = 1.3 are
adopted.

Figure II shows a comparison of the present r
profiles with DNS data. The solid line shows the
present model of Eq. (48) and the long dashed
line is the r profile obtained by replacing the
parameter .M by EaAl. The short dashed line is
the r profile predicted by the model which does
not multiply IdS' This figure shows that the EaAl
is the best choice to formulate the r term to be
balanced with small and large scale turbulence
anisotropies in Pi and P:. By subtracting Eq.
(48) from Eq. (44). P:-r can be combined into
an equivalence dissipation model form for the e
equation.

P:-r=let{ Ce4[ I-exp( -It!Cd4)]3
- Cesexp[CAsE3M ]tanh2Ut l CdS) }c2k

=-C:2~ (51)
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4. Concluding Remarks

Fig. 14 Comparison of the normalized turbulent
velocity distributions predicted by three
different IE: equation models along the duct
wall bisector with the DNS data

A multiple source model for the exact dissipa
tion rate equation in the near wall sublayer is
proposed. Each source term is multiplied by wall
damping functions to satisfy the limiting condi
tions as approaching to the wall. We found that
the mixed production Pl was affected by the
invariants of small scale turbulence anisotropy eij

and the production by mean velocity gradient Pi
was affected by the invariants of large scale turbu
lence anisotropy aij' Since the viscous dissipation
term r should be balanced with Pi and Pi in the
near wall sublayer, the amplification functions,

exp(CAsE3M) and exp(CAzM) were chosen to
account for the effects of large and small scale
anisotorpies of turbulence to the I' and Pi
models. Dimensionless distance y+ (==y.;r;;;[p/

II) is replaced by lii(== ID( IIIE:) 114/11) to extend the
low-Reynolds-number k-IE: model to the turbu
lent flow calculations in the arbitrary shaped
passage. By introducing the wall damping func
tions and amplification functions which adopt Iii
and invariants of turbulence anisotropies as a
function parameter, present multiple source
model for the dissipation rate equation can sirnu-

in turbulence velocity distributions from DNS
data, but the present IE: equation model shows
much improved distributions than the predictions
from the other IE: equation models.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of model coefficient Ci2 in a
plane channel flow, Rer=395
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the normalized streamwise
velocity profiles predictedby three different
IE: equation models along the duct wall
bisector with the DNS data

Very good agreement between the present
equivalent model coefficient C:2 and DNS data
are shown in Fig. 12 except some overprediction
in the region 7< y+<50.

Three different IE: equation models [Present,
Launder and Sharma(1974), Shin and Choi
(1996)] are applied to the simulation of turbulent
flow in a straight square duct and the predicted
streamwise and turbulence velocities are compar
ed with Gavrilakis' DNS data. Comparison of the
normalized stream wise velocity along the duct
wall bisector are shown in Fig. 13. In the near
wall sublayer, present IE: equation model yields the
streamwise velocity profile agreed best with the
DNS data among the three models. Figure 14
shows the comparison of the normalized turbu
lence velocities with the DNS data. All the three
different IE: equation models give large differences
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late the complex near wall behaviors of each

source term in the dissipation rate equation very

close to the DNS data.
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